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In his edition of some of the historical prism inscriptions of Assurbanipal, A. C. Piepkorn classified A 8008, a fragment of a clay prism measuring 6.8 x 6.7 x 1.6 cm, as a sub-edition of Prism B ("B4") since it conformed in general to the "texttype of B7' but departed from it in one passage.2 He noted only that its contents corresponded to B ii 55-70, but that after B ii 65 the inscription added [pa-an (isu)ni]ri-ia 6-tir-ram- [ma] , "I turned my [cha] riot around [and] ."'3 R. D. Freedman suggested tentatively that the piece was a fragment of Prism C, but was unable to confirm this since the fragment's contents were not available in any form; the identification was probably made on pa-an cISSUDUN-i[a...] in BM 127941 ii' 10' (his ex. W, Borger's C7), an exemplar of Prism C that preserve part of this same variant.4 R. Borger was unable to examine and properly identify A 8003 for his editions of Assurbanipal's prism inscriptions since the fragment was missing ("verschollen, nicht auffindbar");5 he accepts with caution Freedman's identification of "B4" as an exemplar of C.6
During a recent trip I made to the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago (December, 2003) , the inscription was once again available for study. A cursory examination supported Freedman's suggestion that Piepkorn's "B4" was an exemplar of Prism C, not only because it contained the noted deviation after B ii 65 (col. i' 18'), but also since A 8008 is clearly from a decagonal, not an octagonal, clay prism. A closer study of the fragment revealed that col. i' 14' also deviates from Prisms B and D (ii 66), as well as from Prism C (iii 97), and that col. ii', which was not referred to by Piepkorn, corresponds to Prisms B/D iii [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] and Prism C iv 84-87.7 With regard to the textual alteration, gal-meg a-tu-ra a-na NINAKI URU ENu-ti-ia ("I safely returned to Nineveh, the city of i' 1: The reading of the signs is not entirely certain, but the traces on the prism fit DI and MAI. There is sufficient space at the end of the
